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The stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF) seems to be close to universal in the local
star-forming regions. However, this quantity of a newborn stellar population responds
differently at gas metallicities Z ∼ Z⊙ than Z = 0. A view on the cosmic star for-
mation history suggests that the cooling agents in the gas vary both in their types
and molecular abundances. For instance, in the primordial gas environment, the gas
temperature can be higher by a factor of 30 as compared to the present day. Stellar
radiation feedback and cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation may even
contribute towards increasing the floor temperature of the star-forming gas which
subsequently can leave profound impacts on the IMF. We present the contribution of
the radiation sources towards the thermodynamical evolution of the Jeans unstable
gas cloud which experiences fragmentation and mass accretion. We find evidence
which suggests that the latter becomes the dominant process for star formation effi-
ciencies (SFE) above 5 - 7 %, thus increasing the average mass of the stars. We focus
on the isolated and binary stellar configurations emerging during the gas collapse.
The binary fraction on average remains 0.476 and contributes significantly towards
the total SFE of 15 %.
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1 THE INTRODUCTION

First realized in the mid of 20tℎ century by Salpeter (1955)
the stellar initial mass function (IMF) remained one of the
most deeply investigated features in the realm of star formation
(Applebaum, Brooks, Quinn, & Christensen, 2020; Chabrier,
2005). In general, it describes the ratio of the low-mass stars
to the high mass stars in any newborn stellar population. It
has enabled us to grasp the attribute of nature in which stel-
lar masses are assigned a typical trend for a given stellar mass
distribution. The IMF has been found to be almost universal
within the Milky Way galaxy and in the nearby star form-
ing regions (Chabrier, 2003; Kroupa, 2001). However, studies
have also revealed that there exists a fair chance that it may not
be entirely universal throughout the Cosmos (Bastian, Covey,
& Meyer, 2010; Kroupa, 2019). Specially, when the cosmic

star-formation history is taken into account. There can be mul-
tiple factors such as primordial cooling agents H2 and HD,
various levels of gas metallicity, presence of cosmic dust, cos-
mic rays, and the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radi-
ation which may affect the star forming environments. These
factors with their varying strengths of influence over a wide
range of redshifts (z) may introduce distinctive trends in the
IMF and can pose a challenge to its universality. Starting from
the star-formation epoch some 200 Myr after the Big Bang,
numerical studies have shown that due to the less efficient cool-
ing agents present in the primordial gas massive stars are the
most likely outcome of any local gas collapse in the early uni-
verse (Aoki, Tominaga, Beers, Honda, & Lee, 2014; Klessen,
2019; Limongi & Chieffi, 2012; Silk & Langer, 2006). This
is unlike what we observe in the present day star-forming gas
which is more enriched with metals and dust that collectively
provide efficient cooling mechanisms (Glover & Clark, 2012a;
Hartmann, Ballesteros-Paredes, & Bergin, 2001; Schneider,
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Omukai, Inoue, & Ferrara, 2006). This results in significantly
low Jeans masses that during their thermodynamical evolu-
tion give birth to low-mass stars. Cosmic rays with the ability
to permeate the gas throughout the entire galaxy even up to
the coolest part of the interstellar medium (Steinhardt, Jermyn,
& Lodman, 2020) can be influential in regulating the thermal
state of the gas. Similarly, the CMB radiation can be quite
influential in regulating the thermal states of star forming gas
and hence setting up the temperature floor (Bailin et al., 2010;
Schneider & Omukai, 2010). In this paper we discuss the role
of such possible radiation sources in the gas clouds and ana-
lyze their subsequent effects on the resulting stellar masses
appear in the star forming gas. We also focus on how the iso-
lated and binary stellar configurations appear with their mass
characteristics. For the structure of this paper, we describe the
methodology of our simulations in section 2 which is followed
by the discussion on the results in section 3. In section 4 we
present our conclusions.

2 METHODOLOGY

Our numerical scheme is known as smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics (SPH). We use the computer code GRADSPH 1

(Vanaverbeke, Keppens, Poedts, & Boffin, 2009). We set up
our models as the total mass of 30 M⊙ inside the spheri-
cal gas cloud represented by a total of 250025 SPH particles
with the cloud radius of 0.168 pc. The initial gas density is
�i = 1.0 × 10−19 g cm−3. At that density, assuming a metallic-
ity of at least 0.1 solar, the gas may evolve in an approximately
isothermal manner, as demonstrated e.g. by Omukai, Tsuribe,
Schneider, & Ferrara (2005) and Grassi, Bovino, Haugbølle,
& Schleicher (2017). In this manuscript, we are investigating
only the approximate trends, and will therefore assume an ini-
tially isothermal evolution, with a transition to the adiabatic
regime once the gas becomes optically thick. Our equation of
state is barotropic with the following form,

P = �c20

[

1 +
(

�
�crit

)−1
]

. (1)

To derive the values for the critical density �crit at which the
phase transition from isothermal to adiabatic takes place in
each of our models we use equation 20 of Omukai et al. (2005).
We consider the balance between the cooling which is dom-
inated by continuum emission via dust thermal emission and
compressional heating, implying

T =
(

k3

12�2mH

)1∕5

n2∕5H , (2)

1Webpage GRADSPH: http://www.swmath.org/software/1046

where k, �, mH, and nH are the Boltzmann constant, Stefan-
Boltzmann constant, mass of the hydrogen atom, and the
number density of the gas, respectively. For the mass density,
we have

� = n�mH, (3)
which leads to the following expression to determine the criti-
cal density �crit:

�crit = 6.115 × 10−16 T 5∕2. (4)

The relation Tr = 2.725 (1 + z) is used for our selected
range of temperatures which approximately corresponds to the
redshift z = 2.7−17.3, if interpreted to correspond to the tem-
perature of the CMB (see Table 1). For all models considered
in the present work the gas is initially isothermal. The free fall
time for consideredmodels is 1.888Myr for the standard initial
condition defined here. The code uses internal dimensionless
units which are defined by setting G =M = R = 1.
We inject a spectrum of incompressible turbulence into the

initial conditions in our models. Two distinct values for the ini-
tial seed while creating a velocity distribution for the injected
turbulence are followed in ourmodels as set 1 (M1a -M5a) and
set 2 (M1b -M5b). The gas in each model is initially transonic.
The initial condition is also characterized by the parameters
� and �, which correspond to the ratio of thermal and kinetic
energies to the gravitational potential energy of the system,
respectively. The value of � changes according to the initial
temperature set in each model (see Table 1) while the value
of � remains 0.02 in all models. The gas sphere is in solid-
body rotation with angular rotational frequency ! = 2.912 x
10−14 rad s−1. Our treatment of sink particles (protostars) takes
advantage of the introduced sink particle algorithm for SPH
calculations described by Price et al. (2017). We also consider
the merger of sink particles which is also taken into account by
Stacy & Bromm (2013). Our minimum resolvable mass inside
the simulation domain is Mresolvable = 1.199 × 10−2 M⊙. A
constant accretion radius racc = 1 au for the sink particles is
used, and racc always remains greater than the Jeans length in
our simulations.
The binarity, specially for the close binary systems with

extrememass ratios can be one of the major observational con-
straints in estimating the true stellar luminosities and hence
determining the correct masses of the stars. However, this can
be studies in numerical simulations, and in the current studywe
consider the mass spectrum of the newborn stellar population
and analyze the single and binary star systems individually.We
aim to explore the effect of a mean change of gas temperature
with Cosmic redshift, assuming otherwise similar cloud prop-
erties. We focus particularly on trends regarding the IMF. Our
initial setup of each molecular cloud is in the form of higher
density gas which is coupled to the dust and making the dust
cooling relevant. We terminate all of our simulations when
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the ratio of envelope mass to initial cloud mass (Menv∕Mc)
becomes 85%, and we utilize the visualizing tool SPLASH
which is publicly available to the community by Price (2007).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present and then summarize in Table 1 our five models
with two different seeds and their entire evolution. There the
overall outcome is presented when the SFE (�) in collapsing
gas clouds reaches � = 15 % mark. Figure 1 shows the col-
lapsed state of each model when rotating gas cloud forms disk
structure which subsequently experiences the process of frag-
mentation giving birth to the protostars. The first and second
columns in this figure from top to bottom depict respectively
the models which are constituted by the two seed sets (set 1
and set 2) described before. Moving from initially the coldest
gas cloud to the warmest, both the disk morphology and the
strength of fragmentation in it seem to follow a trend, where
the former exhibits more extended disk with greater number of
fragments while the latter shows relatively confined disk with
lesser number of fragments. This feature of disk fragmentation
has the potential to affect profoundly the stellar IMF. Based
upon this we suspect that the conditions in higher redshift
environments where the external radiation sources such as the
CMB radiation set a higher floor temperature in the star form-
ing gas, favor a top-heavy IMF. As the universe gets older the
CMB radiation drops down due to space-time expansion and
only manages to contribute towards setting up the gas temper-
ature which primarily in the presence of dust more controlled
by the molecules such as CO and H2 (Glover & Clark, 2012b;
Tress et al., 2020). This ever decreasing role of at least the
CMB radiation may result in a more bottom-heavy IMF since
the Jeans mass remains relatively low in such environments.
Figure 2 shows the history of formation of the protostars

inside the collapsing gas clouds described in our two sets of
models M1a−M5a and M1b−M5b. The top and the bottom
rows cover the first and second seed case, respectively. Every
spike is a manifestation of additional number of protostars
which form as the gas cloud evolves thermodynamically (Boss,
1980). This number also declines when protostellar mergers
happen inside the collapsing gas. It remains evident that cold
gas clouds during their evolution keep protostar formation
throughout their history. Whereas, in warm gas clouds there
are fewer protostars forming. In the later part of the evolution
the absence of spikes is an indication that the gas keeps evolv-
ing without giving many births to the new protostars inside the
adiabatic phase of collapse. This primarily is due to the higher
Jeans mass condition in warmer gas clouds which restricts
new clumps to form and become self-gravitating objects (Bate,
2005). Subsequently, the warmer gas clouds take relatively
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FIGURE 1 Simulation results for models M1a−M5a and
models M1b−M5b at the end of the computed evolution of
each model following the seed 1 and seed 2, respectively. Each
panel shows an edge-on view of the density in the xz-plane.
The shaded bar on the right shows log (�) in g cm−3. The cor-
responding dynamical time in Myr is shown at the top-right of
each panel. Each calculation was performed with 250025 SPH
particles. Also, these snapshots represent stages of evolution
where star formation efficiency (SFE) in each model reaches �
= 15 %.

more time than their counterparts to reach to the stage of � =
15 % (a criterion that we follow to terminate our model simu-
lations). In general, the formation history of protostars remains
distinct for cold and warm gas environments. This may leave
a profound impact on the IMF as the latter can contribute to
the building up of a top-heavy IMF in star forming regions at
higher redshifts.

Figure 3 is a representation of the mean massMmean of the
protostars as a function of SFE in both sets of models. The
panel on the top shows the model set M1a−M5a. To under-
stand the results better we mark the specific value of the SFE
with a vertical dotted black line where the transition from
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TABLE 1 Summary of the two sets of models M1a−M5a with the first random seed and M1b−M5b with the second random
seed (corresponding to two different realizations of turbulence, with the same statistical properties). The table is constructed at
the time when SFE (�) reaches 15 % in each model. The table describes the ratio of kinetic to gravitational potential energy of
the cloud (�), the initial temperature (Ti), the corresponding cosmic redshift, the Jeans mass of the cloud evaluated at the initial
gas density (MJ), the total number of protostars produced (Nmax), the final number of protostars after mergers (Nproto), the
final number of binaries (Nbinary), binary contribution towards SFE (�binary), the mean mass of the total protostellar population
(Mmean) with its variance. The error estimation is performed with a confidence interval of 68.3 %.

Model � Ti (K) Redshift (z) MJ (M⊙) Nmax Nproto Nbinary �binary (%) Mmean (M⊙)
M1a 0.115 10 2.66 4.855 26 23 3 11.80 0.157± 0.0574
M2a 0.231 20 6.33 9.710 31 30 6 14.30 0.1512± 0.0437
M3a 0.347 30 10.0 14.565 17 12 3 14.88 0.3750± 0.1130
M4a 0.463 40 13.67 19.420 23 9 2 10.97 0.5000± 0.1050
M5a 0.578 50 17.34 24.275 12 9 2 13.03 0.5000± 0.1430
M1b 0.115 10 2.66 4.855 28 24 3 12.73 0.1875± 0.0420
M2b 0.231 20 6.33 9.710 20 12 3 14.85 0.3750± 0.1070
M3b 0.347 30 10.0 14.565 19 14 4 13.21 0.3214± 0.1020
M4b 0.463 40 13.67 19.420 31 15 1 14.85 0.3000± 0.1060
M5b 0.578 50 17.34 24.275 11 7 3 15.00 0.6429± 0.1430
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FIGURE 2 Number of protostars as a function of time dur-
ing the collapse of models M1a−M5a (top-panels) and models
M1b−M5b (bottom-panels). All panels represent the point in
time when the SFE � reaches 15 % in each model. The time is
mentioned in Myr. Color in online edition.

a fragmentation to accretion dominated regime takes place
(Riaz, Schleicher, Vanaverbeke, & Klessen, 2020). We find �
∼ 5 % as the transition point between these two regimes.
In the top panel of Figure 3 we find that the mean values of

the protostellar mass for the set of models M1a−M5a which
is related to the thermal states in the star forming gas (see
also Table 1) for � ∼ 5 %, providing evidence for higher aver-
age masses once accretion takes over in models with higher
initial thermal state. The total number of fragments is also
reduced when the initial temperature is higher. Similarly, the
bottom panel in Figure 3 shows the second set of models
M1b−M5b, which, in general, repeats the trend observed in

models M1a−M5a. The point of transition from the fragmen-
tation dominated regime to the accretion dominated regime in
case of the second set of models appears at � ∼ 5 %. In the two
sets of models we see that from � = 5% to � = 15% the warmer
clouds yield higher mean massesMmean than clouds with cold
molecular gas.
In Figure 4 we present the total mass accumulation history

until the SFE reaches to � = 15 %. The gas clouds initiate
their collapse from their respective floor temperatures which
according to our assumption are primarily set by the CMB radi-
ation.We observe that themass of the gas cloud converting into
protostars throughout the dynamical history remains on the
rise for models which initiate from a lower floor temperature.
However, the gas clouds collapsing from a higher floor tem-
perature exhibit a rather smoothed mass accumulation history
during the later part of their evolution. This is mainly due to
the fact that cold gas environment, in general, triggers forma-
tion of greater number of protostars because of the prevailing
conditions supporting smaller Jeans mass which subsequently
via frequent merger events keep the total mass accumulation
profile on a sharp rise until the SFE reaches to 15 %. Contrary
to this, warm gas cloud environment, in general, suppresses
the formation of protostars and prevent greater number of
gas clumps to appear as self-gravitating objects. Thus with
a smaller number of protostars and hence with fewer merger
events the protostars, in general, rely on the phenomenon of gas
accretion to contribute towards the SFE. This feature makes
the total mass accumulation profile to show a trend of smooth
rise specially at the later part of these models evolution.
In Figures 5, we present for respective set 1 (top-panels)

and set 2 (bottom panels), the total mass of the protostars
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FIGURE 3 Top - Mean mass of protostarsMmean as a func-
tion of SFE for set of models M1a−M5a. Bottom - Mean mass
of protostars Mmean as a function of SFE for set of models
M1b−M5b. The mean mass of protostars Mmean is given in
units of solar mass. The dotted vertical line in each panel indi-
cates the transition point between fragmentation dominated
and accretion dominated regimes. These profiles represent the
stage of evolution where the SFE in each model reaches � =
15 %. Color in online edition.

falling inside the binary and the isolated stellar configurations.
As found in the previous studies, the binary systems are the
most favorable stellar configuration in most stellar populations
(Duquennoy & Mayor, 1991; Eggleton & Tokovinin, 2008;
Goodwin, 2010). Most binaries are formed as binaries and
not built by stellar encounters in the dynamical evolution of
dense stellar systems (Goodman & Hut, 1993). In our numeri-
cal experiment here we also form binaries in every simulation
model (see Table 1). Due to the larger number of protostars
present in the cold gas clouds than in the warm gas cloud, the
number of binaries follows the similar trend. More massive
binaries are formed in gas clouds that have initial higher ther-
mal states. Whereas the colder gas clouds form binary systems
with a wider range of possible protostellar masses.

4 CONCLUSIONS

Warmer gas clouds when going through gravitationally col-
lapse do form massive protostars. In this process, the number
of protostars remains limited due to the higher Jeans mass
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FIGURE 4 The total mass accumulation by protostars as a
function of time. Right - total mass of all protostarsMtotal set
of modelsM1a−M5a. Left -Meanmass of protostarsMtotal for
set of models M1b−M5b. The total mass of protostarsMtotal is
given in units of solar mass. The time is given in Myrs. These
profiles represent the stage of evolution where the SFE in each
model reaches � = 15 %. Color in online edition.

conditions prevailing inside the gas. Colder gas clouds typi-
cally yield lower-mass protostars. Although we observe more
merger events in colder systems, they are not frequent enough
to lead to similar numbers of high-mass objects as we see in
the warmer clouds.
We have found that the stellar mean masses respond to the

two main processes of gas fragmentation and mass accretion.
Our mean mass analysis have shown that the gas fragmenta-
tion dominated regime has a weak dependence on the initial
thermal state of the gas. In the accretion dominated regime,
however, we find that the stellar means mass correlates with
the gas temperature (Riaz et al., 2020).
Once higher SFEs are reached, our simulations show that

one would expect a dependence of the accretion process on
temperature. This could be caused by the local radiation back-
grounds that heat up the gas and allow the protostars to accrete
the surrounding material more efficiently.
Protobinary systems remain a feature of all simulations

regardless of their initial conditions. As expected, warmer gas
clouds produce more massive binary systems while the colder
gas clouds, in general, form less massive binaries. The binary
contribution towards the total SFE of � = 15 % remains on
much higher side when compared with the isolated protostars
in our simulations.
Our simulation results support a top-heavy IMF for the

stellar population coming into existence at higher redshift envi-
ronments where the CMB radiation regulates the thermal state
of the star forming gas and affect the stellar mass.
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FIGURE 5 Left (top & bottom) - Number of binary proto-
stars as a function of their mass for set of models M1a−M5a
and M1b−M5b, respectively. Right (top & bottom) - Num-
ber of isolated protostars as a function of their mass for set of
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the binary and the isolated protostars is given in units of solar
mass. These mass distributions represent the stage of evolu-
tion where the SFE in each model reaches � = 15 %. Color in
online edition.
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